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Abstract—The common corpus optimization method “stop 

words removal” is based on the assumption that text tokens 

with high occurrence frequency can be removed without 

affecting classification performance. Linguistic information 

regarding sentence structure is ignored as well as 

preferences of the classification technology. We propose the 

Weighted Unimportant Part-of-Speech Model (WUP-

Model) for token removal in the pre-processing of text 

corpora. The weighted relevance of a token is determined 

using classification relevance and classification performance 

impact. The WUP-Model uses linguistic information (part of 

speech) as grouping criteria. Analogous to stop word 

removal, we provide a set of irrelevant part of speech 

(WUP-Instance) for word removal. In a proof-of-concept we 

created WUP-Instances for several classification algorithms. 

The evaluation showed significant advantages compared to 

classic stop word removal. The tree-based classifier 

increased runtime by 65% and 25% in performance. The 

performance of the other classifiers decreased between 0.2% 

and 2.4%, their runtime improved between −4.4% and 

−24.7%. These results prove beneficial effects of the 

proposed WUP-Model.   

 

Keywords—text classification, natural language processing, 

feature selection, linguistics 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The standard procedure “Stop Words Removal” can be 

used on Text Corpora to enhance Text Classification. It 

assumes that text tokens (filter criteria) with high 

occurrence frequency can be removed without affecting 

the classification (relevance criteria). Publicly available 

stop word lists have been published in the past based on 

language-specific analyses. These words are removed 

from the text corpus. The intended benefits are data size 

reductions, runtime reductions or classification 

performance improvements. 

Word lists have drawbacks in terms of flexibility. 

Several methods in text pre-processing alter the words, 

e.g., Lemmatization converts the words into infinitives. 

There are studies proposing an adaption of stop words to 

document context [1]. Stop word lists omit information 
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on the part of speech but this syntax information is part of 

the information value of a word. Basic linguistics 

suggests that classification relevance might correlate with 

Part-of-Speech (POS) [2]. We assume POS to be an 

important piece of information for text classification. In 

our approach, syntax is extracted by linguistic tokenizers. 

This information is retained by combining token and POS 

information. We propose classification importance as 

relevance value and word type as a filtering criterion. As 

a result, the proposed removal lists contain only POS. 

Another aspect of stop word lists is their focus on 

language statistics. The classification method is not taken 

into account. We assume that classification methods have 

distinguishable relevance in terms of the POS. 

We develop a definition of the importance of POS. The 

Part of Speed Weighted Importance (PWI) is based on 

relevance indicators in the classification process and a 

weighting of the degree of success of the classification 

result. Based on PWI, we present a procedure to generate 

a list of the least important POS of a classifier. The 

procedure is represented by the Weighted Unimportant 

Part of Speech Model (WUP-Model), the enactment of 

the model is represented by model instantiation (WUP-

Instance). The WUP-Instance contains a list of the least 

important part of speech for the specific classifier. 

We conduct a proof-of-concept and a comparative 

evaluation. We use chunks of datasets as document 

representation. To minimize variances and side effects, 

we use the TF-IDF method for vectorization and 

statistical methods for classification. Metrics for 

evaluation are balanced accuracy and runtime. The 

classic stop-word removal is used as baseline. 

The effects are similar for almost all classification 

methods. For every Classifier a WUP-Instance has been 

successfully instantiated. All WUP-Instances differ, all 

classifiers have different preferences. The effects of the 

removal process are impressive. The tree-based classifier 

increased runtime by 65% and increased 25% in 

performance. The performance of the other classifiers 

decreased between 0.23% and 2.42%, their runtime 

improved between −4.4% and −24.7%. This result 

demonstrates the advantages of the PWI and the WUP-

Model [3–5]. 

The datasets are listed in Table I. 
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TABLE I. DATASETS 

Dataset Subset Public Docs Chunks 

Acorns [6] roseslr No 325 1 

Acorns [6] rosesva No 325 1 

AG News [7] default Yes 120,000 160 

DBpedia14 [8] dbpedia14 Yes 560,000 2100 

Financial P.B. [9] s.75agree Yes 2417 0 

GoEmotions [10] admiration Yes 142,858 10 

GoEmotions [10] approval Yes 142,858 10 

GoEmotions [10] neutral Yes 142,858 10 

hatespeech18 [11] default Yes 7661 12 

IMDb [12] plaintext Yes 25,000 20 

Poem S. [13] default Yes 892 4 

SMS Spam [14] plaintext Yes 7805 3 

SST [15] default Yes 8544 4 

TREC [16] default Yes 5452 8 

TweetEval [17, 18] emotion Yes 3257 8 

TweetEval [19] hate Yes 9000 4 

TweetEval [20] irony Yes 11,917 2 

TweetEval [21] offensive Yes 2863 1 

TweetEval [22] sentiment Yes 45,615 48 

TweetEval [23] s.climate Yes 355 3 

TweetEval [23] s.hillary Yes 620 3 

Web of Science [24] WOS11967 Yes 16,754 66 

Web of Science [24] WOS46985 Yes 65,779 220 

Web of Science [24] WOS5736 Yes 8030 44 

Total   1,331,185 2742 
 

 

A. Background 

Classifying text involves several processing steps in a 

pipeline, which differ depending on the classification 

technology used. In the pre-processing step, methods are 

available to divide the text into tokens, to simplify the 

words or to remove irrelevant tokens [25]. For the step of 

projection, the text into the feature space, static methods 

such as TDF-IDF or word embeddings such as word2vec 

can be used. The technologies used for the classification 

step can be divided into two categories. The Shallow 

Learning Classification Methods include Support Vector 

Machines (SVM), Random Forests (RF), Stochastic 

Gradient Descent (DGD), Naïve Bayes (NB), among 

others. 

In the pre-processing method of tokenization, the 

document is converted into a collection or sequence of 

tokens. These tokens are used by the classifier to relate 

the document to the classes. For the classifier tokens have 

different degrees of relevance or importance. The 

information about this importance can be calculated for 

classification technologies that use linear methods. For 

other methods, the effort is higher or even cannot be 

extracted. 

B. Overview 

This research contributes a pre-processing method 

which reduces the size of data corpus without affecting 

text classification performance. The results are a higher 

effort in pre-processing, but reduced data sizes and 

shorter computation times in the modelling and 

classification phase. 

The subsequent chapters are structured as follows: 

Section II contains related work focusing on the use of 

syntax information and feature selection. Section III 

defines the weighted importance of part of speech, based 

on two research hypotheses. The concept is presented in 

layers: (1) At the model level, the WUP-Model defines 

the requirements and procedures. (2) The creation of a 

WUP-Instance is based on the selection of classifier 

technologies and the data at instance layer. (3) The 

modification of the data by applying the WUP-Instance is 

described at the enactment level. Section IV presents and 

discusses the results. The conclusion and an outlook are 

given in Section V. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Syntax information has been used for Automatic Term 

Extraction [26], Text Ranking [27] and special language 

models for Pakistani language [28], and for Arabic 

language [29]. 

Syntax information for specialized text classifications 

includes sentiment classification [30], fake news 

detection [31], and hate speech detection [32]. In 

language specific research it is used for Gurmukhi 

language [33] and for Hindi language [34]. 

Research on stop word lists began in the 1980s [35]. 

Automatic extraction of Stop Words was based on token 

frequency. Extracting linguistic information had in 

studies of the 1990s a negative balance of computational 

cost [36, 37]. A simplified setup including a reduced set 

of word types showed minor effects on Rocchio and 

Support Vector Machines methods [5]. 

The focus on accelerating classification by reducing 

data without affecting results was studied by Alshanik 

and Apon et al. [1]. The focus was on an optimization for 

specific domain by analysing the token vector space. 

Information gain by using linguistic information studied 

regarding to benefits of learning languages [38, 39]. 

Feature selection for based on importance for text 

classification has been studied, resulting in the Gini 

coefficient of inequality [40], a Weighted Naïve 

Bayes [41]. The approach by Qin and Song et al. [42] 

uses part of speech for Chinese language. 

III. WEIGHTED IMPORTANCE OF PART OF SPEECH 

The concept consists of a definition of token 

importance and a three-layer procedure: at layer 1 

definition of requirements and procedures (WUP-Model), 

at layer 2 instantiation on classifier and dataset (WUP-

Instance), and at layer 3 filtering of data corpus (WUP-

Enactment). 

The overall complexity is minimalistic due to the 

experimental nature of this approach. In decisions 

simplicity and explainability was preferred to achieve 

generalization. An efficient proof-of-concept is used for 

instantiation and enactment. Objectives for each layer are 

distilled. 
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Figure 1. Pipeline-Integration of WUP-Concept. 

A. Research Hypotheses 

The presented concept for sophisticated stop words 

uses linguistic expert knowledge and insight of machine 

learning techniques. The resulting stop word list contains  

part of speech tags instead of words and depends on the 

used classifier technique and hyperparameter 

configuration. 

We present a concept for using linguistic knowledge to 

support binary text classification. The foundation is 

formed by three hypotheses: 

(1) There are tokens of the same part of speech 

whose classification relevance is similar. 

(2) The classification relevance of part of speech 

varies depending on the classification method. 

Automatic text classification benefits from the removal 

of tokens whose part of speech is of low relevance to the 

classification. 

B. WUP-Model 

Requirements and procedures have to be defined, 

representing the WUP-Model. An overview of WUP-

Model integration is shown in Fig. 1. 

Validation Requirements: The WUP-Model involves 

the use of high-dimensional data (features) and predictive 

statistical models (classifiers). Statistical issues and 

potential confounding variables have to be avoided to 

validate the WUP-Model [43, 44]. This requires a high 

variance of data and classification problems as well as a 

selection of methods and models with minor impact 

factors, low complexity, and high tractability. The text 

documents should feature variance in text length (e.g., 

word count) and text type (e.g., sentence, short text, text). 

The classification task should vary (e.g., topic detection, 

sentiment detection). 

Tagging and Vectorization: Linguistic information of 

part of speech of the documents is obtained by a part of 

speech tagger. The tagger creates tokens and syntax 

information. The selected SpacyTagger uses the glossary 

of the Penn Treebank Project [45, 46]. The syntax 

information is adjunct to the tokens by building bigrams. 

As the frequency of parts of speech is unbalanced, 

dependency information is used for nouns and verbs in 

addition to part of speech. This yields to an impact in the 

vectorization process. A context-based word encoding, 

such as Word2Vwc or GloVE rely on general word 

definitions. Such a word encoding method has to be an 

adapted for using for bi-grams, i.e., to ignore the syntax 

part of the bi-gram. An adaption for content-based 

vectorization is not necessary. The most developed 

content-based vectorization technology, term frequency-

inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) calculates word 

vectors and provides a vocabulary, documenting vector-

feature assignments. The size limit of the vocabulary is 

removed to keep all features. The number of 

distinguishable features is increased by building bigrams 

(tokens to the power of part speech tags). Lemmatization 

was applied as countermeasure. 

Weighted Importance: The classifier-model is fitted on 

the vectorized documents, handling the bi-gram-vectors 

as features. The Classifier-Algorithm must provide the 

classification importance of features. These features are 

transformed into bigrams using the vectorizer-vocabulary 

and part of speech information is extracted for every part 

of speech tag. The classification-performance for every 

dataset-chunk relative to all chunks is calculated. The 

importance value of the part of speech tags is weighted 

by the relative success rate leading to the ‘part of speech 

weighted relevance’ (PWR). All PWR-Values of part of 

speech must be below 2% of all PWR-Values. As part of 

speech may have several PWR-Values, appropriate 

filtering is applied. Instance-Level 

At instance-level the model is used to extract the most 

unimportant tokens (WUP-Instance) in a proof-of-

concept. For every classifier configuration WUP-Instance 

is different as the importance depends on classifier 

technology and classifier configuration. The set of 

important and unimportant tokens are subsets of the set of 

tokens of the dataset. The WUP-Instance correlates with 

the dataset. The generalization of the WUP-Instance 

increases with the dataset size. 

Classifier Selection: Machine learning based document 

classification has benefited greatly with deep- learning-

based technologies such as transformers. However, these 

technologies have drawbacks. Transformers technologies 

have weaknesses in the explainability of the results [47], 

multilingualism [48], homogenization [49], data bias [50], 

and overall understanding the technology [51]. 
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Shallow classifier technologies like random forest or 

support vector machines have still advantages. In specific 

settings, like low number of samples, the performance of 

deep-learning approaches is comparable to shallow 

approaches [52]. 

Bias in the instance-level and enactment-level tamper 

the results of the model evaluation. Auditability, 

repeatability and explainability reduce or at least allow at 

detection of bias occurred by classifiers. In addition, 

explainability is essential to extract the importance of 

tokens. The de-facto-performance of the classification 

technology is irrelevant, as stated earlier. 

Classifiers that provide auditability, repeatability and 

explainability [53] were selected according [25] as listed 

in Table II. This includes Naïve Bayes [54, 55], Random 

Forest [56], Logistic Regression [57] and, Support Vector 

Machine [58]. 

TABLE II. WUP-INSTANCES IN POC 

Classifier WUP-Instance *  

 Size Tags 

SVM** 222 SYM, JJ-punct, JJ-relcl, RP, NNP-aux, CC, 

NNauxpass, NN-nummod, JJ-meta, AFX, NNP, 

XX NNS-mark, NN-acl, NNS-auxpass, NN-aux, 

NNSrelcl, NNP-agent, ... 

RF** 91 NNP-advcl, JJ-advmod, NNP-nmod, JJ-acomp 

NNP-nsubjpass, NNP-attr, NNP-amod, JJ-advcl 

NNS-conj, NN-nsubjpass, WP, NN-oprd, 

NNPposs, NN-poss, NNS-appos, RBS, ... 

NB 10 -LRB-, LS, ADD, TO, FW, WP$, SYM, CD, EX 

XX 

SGD 8 -LRB-, LS, AFX, FW, NFP, -RRB-, SYM, CD 

GridSVM 2 SYM, CD 

*Format of Elements: Part-of-Speech-Tag[-Dependency-Tag]; 

Part-of-Speech-Tag and Dependency-Tag according Penn 

Treebank [45, 46].  

**Incomplete Listing. 

Classifiers have configuration parameters that 

influence their classification mechanism. The classifier-

setups were developed by evaluating five setups for every 

classifier for the SST Dataset. For Naïve Bayes and 

Support Vector Machine different and kernels were 

selected, other hyperparameters were chosen by random. 

A setup using grid search optimised support vector 

machine was used as real-world example. The 

hyperparameters are optimized for every dataset-chunk. 

This setup changes the hyperparameters and may not 

deliver constant token importance. The instances are 

defined by their classifier technology, configuration and 

hyperparameter, as listed in Table II. 

Building the data ensemble: The data basis consists of 

an ensemble of datasets. The data sets are either public or 

can be requested from the cited sources, see Table I for 

details. Usual datasets intend are performance evaluations 

of classification models for a specific task, i.e., hate 

speech detection or short text classification for a specific 

kind of document style. The WUP-Model is classification 

task and document style independent. The weight 

relevance of tokens relies on classification performance, 

the importance on classification model. The data was 

selected to achieve a high degree of variance in tasks and 

document attributes. The datasets have been split up into 

chunks of sufficient size to reduce impact of size variance 

and increase granularity. The training/test sets given by 

the dataset were combined and recreated with adapted 

test set sizes. 

The result of the instantiating is listed in Table III. For 

every classifier setup, a list of part of speech has been 

successfully created. Theses removal lists can be applied 

per classifier setup on every text in English. 

TABLE III. CLASSIFIERS IN POC 

Classifier Relevant Hyper Parameters* Relevant Attributes* Config** 

SVM Regularization 
Effective in high dimensional 

spaces and robust against overfitting 
alpha = 1.0, linear Kernel 

RF Depth, Estimators, Features Prone to overfitting max_depth=5, n_estimators=400, max_features=10 

NB Model Strong Assumptions Bernoulli Model 

SGD 

Loss function, Penalty, 

Regularization multiplicator, 

Iterations 

Strong Assumptions 
oss=modified_huber, penalty=l2, alpha=1e-3, 

max_iter=14 

Gridsearch Parameter Space, Score Function Adaption of Hyperparameters 
C: 1, 10, 100, 1000, gamma: 1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001, 

0.0001, score=accuracy, Linear Kernel SVM 

*According [25]. **Incomplete Listing. 

D. Enactment-Level 

The process of applying an instance on a dataset is 

similar to apply stop words. The instances are used on 

data after applying a part of speech tagger as it relies on 

part of speech tags. The enactment can take part in the 

pre-process phase or classification phase. The later one 

was chosen, as the datasets were already pre-processed, 

and the WUP-Model is classifier-setup specific. To gain 

further insights the removal according the WUP-Model 

was applied per sentence. 

E. Proof-of-Concept 

The objectives are as follows:  

(1) Linguistic Information Injection. Develop a 

method to inject part of speech information into 

documents. As the importance of parts of speech 
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is required, the syntax information has to be 

available to the classifier. 

(2) Establish a Dataset-Ensemble. A Dataset-

Ensemble consisting of different text types, 

document types, language types and classification 

problems hast to be established. 

(3) Select classifiers. Text Classification Technology 

based on linear methods has to be to be selected. 

Configurations has to be defined. 

(4)  Unimportant Part of Speech Model. Implement a 

model for weighted unimportant part of speech 

(WUP-Model). Based on the importance of 

tokens, a procedure to instantiate the model that 

provides a list of unimportant tokens has to be 

developed. 

(5) Model Instance. Instantiate the WUP-Model. The 

WUP-Model has to be applied on an appropriate 

set of classifiers. 

(6) Instance Enactment. Apply WUP-Instance. The 

WUP-Model should be applicable on datasets 

either in the pre-processing steps of documents or 

in the classification step.  

The proposed proof-of-concept is designed as pilot 

study. Compromises were made in favour of simplicity at  

the expense of performance and expressiveness. The 

proof-of-concept serves exclusively to test the hypotheses. 

The absolute classification performance is not considered 

relevant. The chosen shallow classifiers are outperformed 

by state-of-the-art classifiers for overall text classification. 

Only one classifier-setup per classifier-technology has 

been used. The vectorization by TF-IDF is outdated and 

the dictionary size has not been optimized. The balance 

of the datasets was not handled. The effects of 

unbalanced classification may lead to a deterioration in 

performance. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The objectives of the evaluation of the concept are: 

(1) Evaluate WUP-Model by instantiation analysis. 

(2) Evaluate the effects of the enactment of WUP-

Instances. 

A. Instances 

The WUP-Instances of the POC are listed in Table III 

and Table IV. For every classifier-setup an instance could 

be established. The part of speech symbol and cardinal 

number is included in every instance. 

The importance of tokens for classification can be 

distinguished by syntax information, the WUP-Model 

incorporates part of speech and syntax dependencies. The 

information gain on tokens grouped by linguistic 

information (part of speech and dependency) differs for 

all classifier technologies. The instances per classifier 

have high variance. The Gradient Descent and Naive 

Bayes classifier have the highest similarity. This may 

occur as Gradient Descent and Naive Bayes’ tendency to 

make strong assumptions, see Table II. Although 

GridSearchSVM adjusts the hyperparameters for each 

data chunk, a small instance could be created. 

TABLE IV.  WUP-INSTANCE EXCERPT 

Classifier Description of Tags 

SGD* 

left round bracket, list item marker, affix, foreign word, 

superfluous punctuation, right round bracket, symbol, 

cardinal number 

*WUP-Instance contains Part-of-Speech-Tags only. 

B. Enactment Results 

To evaluate the effects of the WUP-Model the effects 

were measured against a baseline. Two metrics were 

chosen, balanced accuracy and runtime. As Baseline the 

stop-words-removal-approach is used. The results are 

listed in Table V. 

The impact on Random Forest Classifier is high. 

Accuracy is increased by 25.24%. Since the enactment of 

the WUP-Model reduces the amount of data, the increase 

in runtime is surprising. The accuracy of all other 

classifiers remained stable under minor changes. Gradient 

Descent had significant runtime reductions, and 

GridSearchSVM also needed less time. The Support 

Vector Machine was 5.58% slower. This can be 

explained by a different source of importance. For 

Support Vector Machine this is the distance of the feature 

from the hyperplane. 

TABLE V. WUP-MODEL EFFECTS* 

Classifier Balanced Accuracy % Duration % 

Random Forest 25.24 65.63 

Gridsearch SVM −0.29 −11.83 

Support Vector Machine 0.28 −5.58 

Stochastic Gradient Descent −0.47 −24.68 

Naïve Bayes −2.43 −4.42 

*Compared to standard stop word list effects. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

For every classifier-setup an instance could be 

established. Every Instance has a different size and 

content. Research Hypotheses (a) and (b) are validated. 

With the exception of the Support Vector Machine, all 

classifiers were able to significantly reduce the runtime 

(Table V). Research Hypotheses (c) is validated. It has 

been shown that the classifiers have different preferences 

for part of speech, but the robustness and generalisation 

of the proof-of-concept is limited. A detailed model in 

which the concept is implemented in more detail should 

be created. 

A major future objective is the validation of the WUP-

Model for a whole language. Derived future objectives 

are studies on effects by the statistical methods, statistics 

per token, an increased database, and the integration of 

state of the technologies like word models. 

Overall, the integration of the WUP-Model in the pre-

processing of text classification is desirable. 
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